Emergency Responder Health
Monitoring and Surveillance
Draft 1.2

The following are the National Association of State EMS Officials (NASEMSO) comments:
First we would like to thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on this draft. We found that overall it is an excellent document especially the re-deployment health screening section. There maybe a concern by EMS providers/systems on how to meet these standards due to cost and lack of a dedicated EMS funding source

Section 6.2: Who needs to be monitored: This section just discusses providers in hazardous areas but it is important for all to be monitored since IC in a command post can also be very stressful. It should state that everyone needs to be monitored during an incident no matter what their role is within the event.
Page 62 under credentialing information-Professional Education: Should read list of successful completion of educational courses…
Page 63 under added elements for “enhanced” Rostering-Correct Information Pledged: Should read-Did applicant give written consent to submit only…
Page 66 add new # 4: Are you on any medications Yes/No. If yes, list them____
Page 67 # 5: add 5a: Do you exercise on a regular basis.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact:

Leslee Stein-Spencer R.N., M.S.
Program Advisor
NASEMSO
lesleess@aol.com
(773) 640-0649